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HEPAX Manual

Addendum Card

A few errors have unfortunately crept into the Owner’s Manual for
the HEPAX modules. Please correct with a pen.
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Please correct:

Under the heading "Inserting and removing ...", please add the
following paragraphs: "To minimize power consumed by the
HEPAX module, insert it in port 1. Other configurations will
reduce battery life slightly. Try to avoid placement in port 4.
If the module is removed from your HP-41, it will lose its
contents."
Please add a second paragraph under the heading "Trans-
ferring HEPAX files ...": "Almost full text files will be slightly
expanded when transferred to mass storage by HWRTFL. If
the file is already maximum size, or the HEPAX module is
full, this may cause problems when retrieving the file using
HREADFL."
The contents of the ALPHA register for the "HREADFL"
function should be "Mass storage name, HEPAX name".
Line 47 of the "HRESZFL" program is illegible. It should
read "47 FC? 00".
First word in third line from the bottom should be
"HSEKPTA".
The "MYPRGM" program should read: LBL "MYPRGM",
XF,16, (needed SIZE), X< =Y?, GTO 00, ...
Please add "The test functions also work on ALPHA data."
Correct 6th line from bottom to "fig. 7 above."
The control word in line 7 is "000000eeeebbbb".
Line 18 of the "DISSST" program should read "18 DISASM".
Last line in second paragraph should read: "the last address
that is changed (pushed down or pulled up)."
The control word in line 8 is "00bbbbeeeellll".

p.t.o.
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Please correct:

The register name of register 00Ah should read "|" (the
"append" character).
First sentence below fig. 14 should read "The first nibble is
always a hexadecimal 1h, binary 0001b."
Add a footnote to the FETCH S&X instruction as follows:
"Do no fetch from address 0002h, as this will cause a file
system reset."
Correct 3rd word in 2nd last line from "write" to "read".
An "append" character (}) is missing in lines 17, 22 and 42 of
the "JUMP" program. These lines should read 17 "(space)",
22 "F:" and 42 "F,".
Following the first paragraph, please add: "Use PRPH SLCT
with C[2:0] set to zero to deselect a peripheral.”
An "append" character (|) is missing in the parenthesis after
the READ 10 and WRIT 10 instructions.
An "append" character (|) is missing in the parenthesis after
the WRIT 10 instruction.
An "append" character (}) is missing in the parenthesis under
parameter 10.
Correct the heading to "Batteries, Warranty and Service
information". Add the following paragraph: "To avoid loosing
the contents of main, extended and HEPAX memory when
changing the batteries, have the new batteries ready and
complete the battery change within one minute."

If you have any suggestions for improving the HEPAX Module
and/or the Owner’s Manual, please let us know. Thank you.
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